How Open Data Platforms
Democratize Your Data.
Learn how building an open data foundation allows you to 
take back control of your company’s data.

White Paper

INTRODUCTION

What is an Open Data Platform?
In the past, databases were created and maintained exclusively by trained engineers
using highly technical tools, and interacting with the database’s content required an
understanding of relational schemas and proficiency writing in SQL (Structured Query
Language). Essentially, most data remained inaccessible outside of the IT department
unless significant time and money were invested in building custom access systems.


Open Data Platforms must wrap any new or existing relational database with tools
that enable technical and non-technical users to fully leverage the content within.

Their no-code app allows data to be easily accessed and managed, while connectivity
is fulfilled through an API that dynamically “mirrors” the database itself. This avoids
the need for proprietary architectures, legacy data migration, and vendor lock-in.


To get started, let’s visualize these three distinct layers...

An Intuitive No-Code App
A simple and safe no-code application that allows both
technical and non-technical users to easily browse, manage,
and visualize all of your data in one place.

A Data Connection Toolkit
Data connections should include a REST & GraphQL API, CLI,
SDKs, Event Hooks, and Webhooks — all fully extensible and
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wrapped with granular permissions and authentication options.

Your Pure SQL Database
Any new or existing SQL database. This is your data. Open
Data Platforms must remain unopinionated, never forcing
proprietary architectures or commingling their system data.
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SOLUTIONS

Endless overlapping use cases.
n short, Open Data Platforms democratize data. Yes, that’s quite... broad. However,
just like the database they sit on top of, Open Data Platforms are completely flexible
and can be tailor-fit to any use case.



I

e importantly, while off-the-shelf tools fulfill a single purpose, an Open Data
Platform can power many use cases, benefiting from the overlap that often exists
across project data. This approach leads to a single source of truth for all company
data, reducing departmental silos, system complexity, training, and licensing costs.
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elow are some common use cases, though endless possibilities exist.

Headless CMS

No-Code App Builder

Whether you’re building on JAMstack, serverside (SSR), static websites (SSG), etc — Open
Data Platforms offer a modern and flexible way to
manage every omnichannel digital experience.

Ditch the spreadsheet. Now anyone can create
beautiful custom apps for managing customers,
projects, inventory, knowledgebases, task lists,
marketing, or anything else... all with zero code.

Apps, Games & IoT

Back-Office & BI Tools

A powerful data backbone for any software or
smart device, including: native or hybrid apps,
VR/AR, customer kiosks, installations, digital
signage, and even smart appliances.

Gain insights into company KPIs and enable nocode exploration of business data. Coalesce
previously siloed department data to give your
team meaningful and actionable analytics.

Digital Asset Management

Raw Data Visualization

Aggregate all of your digital files in one place for
improved organization, searchability, delivery,
and integration with other datasets, all while
enabling on-the-fly file transformations.

Establish a “single source of truth” for all of your
disparate data while enabling non-technical
users to build custom dashboards that generate
meaningful insights from complex datasets.
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ACCESSIBILITY

Built for everyone. No exceptions.
Open Data Platforms are built to be safe and intuitive enough to make data accessible
to everyone, while still providing the granular configuration and technical tools
required by power-users, engineers, and data scientists.

Anyone can be a Data Scientist
The goal of any Open Data Platform is to be incrementally adoptable.

Non-technical users have simple, no-code options for installing, configuring, and
using the platform in meaningful ways, while more advanced users are able to
progressively enable increasingly powerful features based on their skills.


At the other extreme, professional developers, database administrators, and data
scientists have unrestricted access to fully customize, extend, and control all
aspects of the platform. There should never be a hard feature ceiling that can’t
be bypassed through extensions.

Enable Global Teams & International Users

87%

of executives say frontline
staff require improved
insights, driven by
technology, to make good
“in the moment” decisions.

Harvard Business Review, 2020

74%

In addition to accommodating different skill levels, Open Data Platforms must
also empower global teams and international users by offering end-to-end
support for different languages and locales.



of internet users aren’t
native English speakers,
and web platforms must
support 10+ languages

This includes the platform’s app itself being capable of translation, proper
workflows for managing multilingual content, and native support for different
character sets, right-to-left text, schema translations, and more. It is a large
undertaking, but crucial for proper democratization.

just to reach 75% of users.

Statista, 2020

Accessibility at its Core
Finally, Open Data Platforms must commit to constantly improving accessibility
within their own application and include the tools necessary for creating and
managing accessible content. Beyond basic legal compliance, this ongoing effort
should be embraced throughout the platform’s design and development process.

68%
of enterprise decision
makers cited accessibility
& reliability as the leading
factors in evaluating cloud
service providers.

Statista, 2021
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EXTENSIBILITY

Future-proof flexibility.
Open Data Platforms serve as a foundational layer to an organization’s data. Their
agnostic approach and extensive lifespan allows them to survive multiple
iterations of the projects they power.



OSS
While extensibility is an

However, no one knows what the future will hold, especially within the rapidlyevolving technology space, so it is difficult for products themselves to be futureproof. The only way to substantiate this claim is to embrace modularity and
extensibility from beginning to end, thereby providing escape hatches for any
unforeseen project requirements that arise.



excellent way to overcome
platform limitations, to get
complete flexibility and
remove all feature ceilings,
Open Source Software
(OSS) with no paywalls or
artificial limitations should
always be the first choice.

Let’s look at the key extensibility options Open Data Platforms should expose.

I Endpoints

Interfaces

AP

Interacting with data is opinionated. Platforms
should cover 80%+ of use cases out-of-the-box,
and allow for custom interfaces beyond that.

Platforms should allow manipulating responses
for API routes generated from your schema, as
well as registering new endpoints.

Browse Layouts

Event Hooks

Tables offer a default/fallback for browsing data.
Maps, cards, and calendars offer more robust
view options. Extensions fill in the gaps.

ll platform events should trigger hooks for
injecting custom logic, with optional blocking
hooks for control over the pipeline’s data itself.

Global Modules

S

The ultimate escape hatch, global modules are a
way to build fully custom experiences within the
platform while leveraging auth and data access.

A

torage Adapters

ommon asset storage options such as the local
file-system, S3, and Azure should be included
natively, with options to extend as needed.
C

Email Templates

A

hile the entire platform should support whitelabeling, it’s essential to allow template overrides
for any outgoing system & transactional emails.

In addition to a base option, the following drivers
deliver proper support for all major providers:
OpenID, OAuth 2, LDAP, SAML, CAS, & Kerberos.

W

uth Drivers
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AUTOMATION

Data fluidity within your workflow.
Digital products are becoming increasingly complex and requiring faster time-tomarket to stay competitive. CI/CD (continuous integration/delivery) pipelines are
designed to improve software deployment through automation, but this workflow
requires end-to-end data fluidity for proper orchestration.


This includes offering containerized provisioning options, migration files for
tracking the schema in version control, and portability across all environments,
including local, self-hosted, managed cloud, and hybrid cloud architectures.



94%

of developers said they
would “definitely or most
likely” use CI/CD within
their next project.
Oregon State University, 2016

For modern companies striving to become data leaders, complete portability

and data fluidity is essential.

Testing

Environments

On-Premises
Development

Environments

Local Machines

Staging

Environment

Schema

Version Control

Git Repository

Private Back Office 

Offline / Internal

Sandbox

Community Cloud

Regardless of environment, all data should be stored as “pure” SQL,
with no proprietary architecture required. This avoids vendor lock-in,
but is also vital to enabling engineers and database administrators
with direct access to an intelligible datastore. With full control, these

Production Environment

Enterprise Cloud

Long-Term 

Backup Retention

Off-Site

teams maintain the ability to write their own SQL queries (no matter
how advanced), can fully tailor and optimize schema details (such as
indexes, vendor-specific functions, stored procedures, and database
extensions), and can continue to leverage off-the-shelf tooling.
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SUMMARY

A single source of truth.
Bringing all this together, an Open Data Platform becomes the single source of truth
for company data, laying a future-proof foundation for all its data-driven projects
Supports any new or existing relational database, regardless of vendo
Enables all members of your various teams with no-code access to the datastor
Integrates with any other projects via dynamic connection option
Keeps your data pure, portable, and free from any proprietary vendor lock-i
Remains flexible and extensible enough to accommodate any future requirements
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This illustrates the data workflow’s “separation of concerns” and how
Open Data Platforms connect all key components, while remaining
isolated and unopinionated. While not represented here, elements
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such as digital asset storage/delivery, authentication, permissions,
and platform extensions are also crucial parts of this system. Even the
Open Data Platform’s own app can be seen as a use case.
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VENDOR PROFILE

Directus

With over 18 million installations, Directus is the leading Open Data Platform.
The entire feature-rich product is offered completely free and open-source, with
no paywalls or artificial limitations, and is maintained by a passionate team of  
10+ full-time engineers, five strategic advisors, and hundreds of contributors.


Created in 2004, Directus has benefited from over 15+ years of product iteration
based on real-world feedback from its vast community and install-base.
Currently, in its ninth major version, the platform’s modern codebase is 100%
TypeScript/JavaScript (primarily Node.js and Vue.js) and can easily be installed
via Docker, Git, NPM, and numerous marketplace one-clicks.


Recently funded in June 2021, the company has since been expanding its Cloud
offering, with plans to add a free “Community” tier to compliment its existing OnDemand and Enterprise services.

“ We had departments using many different CMS. They
ranged from extremely expensive to open-source projects.
Directus has proven to be better than all the others.”

Website

directus.io


Legal Name

Monospace Inc.


Company Type

Private, For Profit


Founded Date

April 2004


Headquarters

New York City


Founders

Benjamin Haynes

Rijk van Zanten


Team

Globally Dispersed


Market Presence

36,000+ downloads / day

14,000+

40,000+

Community Members

“ Tripadvisor is using Directus to bring our products, data and
content closer together. This will allow our users to plan and
experience travel in new and innovative ways.”
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VENDOR PROFILE

Directus Features & Capabilities.
With such a comprehensive offering, and additional
enhancements being merged each week, it’s difficult
to cover all the capabilities of Directus. Beyond the
core requirements outlined in this white paper, here
are a few keystone Directus features
Accountability logs, revision history, and rever
Built-in docs and schema-dynamic API Referenc
Conditional field logic and data validatio
Digital asset management with multiple storage
adapters, tagging, metadata scraping, virtual
folders, and dynamic image transformation
Display bookmarks, presets, and user preference
Granular permissions based on data filter rule
Numerous authentication options, multi-factor
auth, password policies, and IP allow-listin
Native (eg: Many-to-One) and extended (eg:
Many-to-Any) relational data suppor
Configurable response caching and rate-limitin
Full data exports in CSV, JSON, XML, and SQL

Beyond configuration, all aspects of the system have
been built to be completely developer extensible.
And if you still need more flexibility, the entire wellorganized codebase is open-source under the
permissive GPLv3 license.

Deep insights.
To gain crucial insights into your data, Directus ships
with a customizable dashboard system. Easily create
panels for data aggregation, time-series charts,
filtered datasets, and other powerful analytics. With
conditional formatting, full-screen, TV mode, autorefresh, and custom labels, icons, and colors, your
data has never looked more beautiful!

Make it yours.
The entire Directus experience can be white-labeled.
A style-agnostic app lets you design tailored form
layouts, set your own logos, choose brand colors,
customize CSS variables, set user languages, and
even extend all system collections.


Not only does the dynamic API conform to your
schema, but it also generates bespoke API Reference
docs, OpenAPI Specification files, and schema
migration files along the way.
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VENDOR PROFILE

Directus Managed Cloud Services.
In addition to self-hosting, Directus offers three fully managed cloud services.

Each has been architected with specific users and use cases in mind, providing a
full spectrum of infrastructure options for any project.

Community Cloud

On-Demand Cloud

A completely free tier, ideal for demos, proof-of-

A more performant self-service tier for powering

concepts, and hobby projects. While not meant

small projects, pre-production environments, or

for production projects, this is the full Directus

other less demanding use cases. Includes auto-

suite with complimentary hardware.

scaling, backups, monitoring, and a global CDN.

Enterprise Cloud

Built for production projects at any scale, this completely tailored infrastructure effortlessly
grows to match demand, and includes enterprise-level features, support, and SL As.
99.9% Uptime SL
Single-Tenant Infrastructur
Choose your Region(s
Tailored Limits & Overage
Full Auto-Scaling Hardware

Premium Support Retaine
Response Time SL
24/7 Monitoring & Alert
Data Migration Assistanc
Staff Training

Cloud Exclusive Extension
SSO & Custom ENV Confi
API URL White-Labelin
Direct Database Acces
Flexible Billing & Terms

Regions available to Enterprise Cloud customers.
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GETTING STARTED

Now that you understand the essentials
of Open Data Platforms, what’s next?
The Directus Open Data Platform unlocks the true potential of your database,
allowing your team to build faster and make more informed decisions. Their open
data platform democratizes your company data and provides a single source of
truth to seamlessly connect all of your projects.


Best of all, Directus is completely free and open-source, with no vendor lock-in.

Get started at directus.io
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